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Abstract. To enable students to evaluate the impact of light on the scale
models of their architectural projects, two physical simulation systems have
been built: a mirror box and a sun and sky simulator. Both devices integrate
LED-based light sources. We have integrated several models for the
computation of the sky image: luminance models and colour appearance
models. The integration of the recent and evolving LED technologies
explains how our simulators are innovative.

1 Introduction
At the School of Architecture of Strasbourg (ENSAS), teachers developed a lighting
simulation activity with the objective of placing the students under experimental conditions
and considering the issues of light ambiences [1,2]. This is a way to directly enter into the
architectural space and its conception by integrating physical and sensory phenomena. The
teaching is based on the use of scale models under controlled light conditions and computer
simulations.
Until now, experiments were conducted at the Belgian Building Research Institute
(BBRI) in Louvain-la-Neuve, in collaboration with the Climat & Architecture laboratory of
the Louvain-la-Neuve School of Architecture [3]. This pedagogical agreement allowed
teachers to define their educational needs and to gain experience with the use of these
simulators. The teaching feedback and the relevant exchanges between BBRI and ENSAS
technical teams led to the definition of the design and the technology involved in our
simulators.
The Strasbourg School of Architecture decided to take advantage of a recent building
extension to develop its own laboratory made by two high-tech devices designed for
experimentation, research and teaching purposes: a mirror box and an artificial sun and sky.
Both are installed on the ground floor of one of the two buildings that make up ENSAS. This
educational and academic initiative required the development of modular systems to ensure
the optimization and maintenance of the simulators. We will detail the design and the main
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characteristics of the sun & sky simulator by presenting the several prototypes required for
its conception.

2 Theoretical approach
2.1 State of the art of daylight simulators
Daylight simulators applied to architecture models have been developed since the middle
of the twentieth century. Each laboratory develops its own simulators according to the current
technologies and depending on the requirements expected on the results [4,5,6].
- The figure on the left presents all
the daylight simulators by organizing
them in three groups depending on the
lighting emission they reproduce (only
the sunlight, only the light emitted by
the sky or the light emitted by both the
sun and the sky).
- An artificial sun reproduces the sun
path defined by a sequence of azimuth
and elevation values. This path is
relative to the model, so the artificial
sun can move and illuminate the
model (heliodon), the model can rotate
under a static light source, or the sun
handles the elevation while the model
consider the azimuth. The mechanical
movement is mostly linear even if a 6axis robot can also reproduce the sun
path [7]. The sun can be simulated
using a spotlight or a parabola to
produce a parallel beam.
Fig. 1.1. Daylight simulators, a state of the art

The colour of emission of an artificial sun is usually white, and the intensity is possibly
dimmable depending on the period of the day simulated.

Fig. 2. Sky domes by direct lighting (Cardiff, Welsh School of Architecture ), by reflection (Hanyang
University, South Korea ) and diffusion (HFT, Stuttgart ).

The sky vault can be partially [8] or fully reproduced. There are three ways to reproduce
sky light: by direct lighting, by reflection, or by diffusion. By reflection, spotlights disposed
below the model illuminate a white dome, the reflections on the dome illuminate the model.
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Considering that the real sky emits a diffuse light, the most realistic principle is a sky
working by diffusion. Light sources are disposed behind a diffusing material. Usually
artificial skies have spherical shapes [9]. The most realistic systems combine an artificial sky
and a mechanical sun.

3 Experimentation, study, research and prototypes
Considering the state of the art, we decided to develop a simulator that combines an
artificial sky working by diffusion and an artificial sun. Regarding the current lighting
technologies, we decided to work only with LED sources which allow the control of the
luminous flux and the colour with an excellent energetic performance. For the artificial sky,
we chose RGB sources individually controllable and high-power RGBW sources for the sun.
To obtain a Lambertian diffusion and reach a realistic sky, it is necessary to find the
optimal diffusing material and the right distance between the light sources and this material.
Because LED technology offers a possible control of each source, it is no longer necessary
to build the sky with a dome shape, therefore we chose a cubic shape. After calibration, each
source will have the same contribution to the centre of the experimental platform.
3.1 Diffusing panels scattering characterization
3.1.1 Experimental setup
To characterize the diffusion of a material, it is necessary to determine its transmission factor
depending on the angle of observation. To achieve these measurements, a directional source
is more appropriate than an extended source. The source used is a He-Ne continuous laser.

Fig. 3. Experimental set-up for scattering characterization

The laser beam is perpendicular to the sample, and a power meter is on a computer
controlled mobile arm. Scattering is a balance between light transmission at 0° and
transmission for higher angle values. To limit the light losses, the selected material should
not be too absorbent. Theoretically a perfect diffuser commonly qualified as Lambertian is a
material through which its illuminance is angularly uniform. The intensity value I depending
on the angle of observation θ for a Lambertian diffuser is defined by the following equation:
(1)
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼0 cos 𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃
The objective of these measures is to identify which sample (fire resistant) is the closest
to the luminous intensity defined by equation (1).
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Fig. 4. Samples scattering characterization

Fig. 5. Lambertian diffuser vs SG305OB

Finally, the results led to select the SG3050B FR Lexan polycarbonate diffusing panel with
colour reference WH7C154X.
3.1.2 Diffusing panel junction design
The standard dimension of the selected product is 3.05 m x 2.05 m. To cover a large surface
several diffusing panels are arranged next to each other.
To avoid “light leaks” the
following junction has been designed.
The two millimetres gap between each
panel allows to take into account the
polycarbonate thermal dilatation and
the tolerance required by the structure.

Fig. 6. Junction between two diffusing panels

3.2 Sky prototype: presentation & details
3.2.1 LEDs distribution and distance between sources and diffusing panels
The purpose is now to define the LEDs disposition on the wall of the artificial sky, the optimal
distance between the sources and the diffusing panel.

Fig. 7. Artificial sky prototype in a staggered arrangement and visual impact validation

One-hundred-pixel balls lights are disposed in a staggered arrangement. The 10 cm
distance between the sources and the diffuser permits to obtain a homogenous scattering. The
sources used in this prototype are screwed on the back and their dome is not necessary.
Therefore, LED sources have been specially manufactured to meet our specifications (12
RGB LED sources on a 67 mm flat square on an aluminum plate drivable through the
WS2811 protocol).
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3.2.2 Pixel mapping
In the simulator, each LED source composing the sky is individually controlled via a pixel
mapping process. To fit with our specific needs, we decided to develop our own LED driving
system using Arduino devices.

Fig. 8. Pixel mapping principle

We developed software able to compute the images of the sky, then, knowing the position
and the address of each source, it is possible to consider our artificial sky as the display
system for these images. To validate our approach, the final structure of the artificial sky was
reproduced on a small-scale prototype (580 x 580 x 460 mm). We disposed in a staggered
arrangement one hundred RGB light sources inside the model.

Fig. 9. The pixel mapping in our software, our specific LED source and the front view of the prototype

In addition to the pixel mapping, this prototype served as a support to control a fish-eye
camera that will be needed for the final sky calibration and the visual feedback of the inside
of the studied architectural model.
Because of the cubic shape, the calibration of the final system consists of assigning to
each LED the right intensity so that each one has the same contribution to the centre of the
experimental platform.

Fig. 10. Theoretical position of each LED source for calibration process
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4 Our sun and sky simulator
4.1 General presentation
In our system, the model is placed on a circular technical platform. Our artificial sky has a
cubic shape with the following inside dimensions: 4780 mm x 4780 mm x 3780 mm (width
x length x height). The user defines the geographical position of the desired solar path as well
as the day. During a typical three minutes simulation, the sun goes from sunrise to sunset,
follows its trajectory in the sky [10], the colour and intensity of the artificial sun and sky will
evolve in the simulated day as in reality. The sun and sky simulator has to be considered
mainly as a qualitative device.
The experiments can be observed directly by the users from the outside of the simulator
through a large opening at north. A bright awning compensates the loss of light due to this
opening. The simulation is recorded by cameras positioned inside and around the
architectural model.

Fig. 11. Mechanical sun within the artificial sky and a computed simulation of a model within the cubic
shape of our sun-sky simulator

8,000 RGB LED sources are distributed on the walls and ceiling of the structure behind
polycarbonate 8 mm thick diffusing panels. Our software calculates in real-time the image of
the sky, through the pixel mapping process we can simulate several sky models.

Fig. 12. General principle of the sun & sky simulator

The entire sun path is reproduced by the mechanical sun moving around the scale model
inside the artificial sky. The mechanical sun follows its trajectory on a semi-sphere of a twometer radius. RGBW LED sources which simulate the sun are disposed on a one-meter square
plate. The artificial sun allows to study the contribution of light inside the model and its
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shadows. To produce parallel rays, RGBW LED sources are associated with their collimation
optics.
Sky models
The sky models implemented in our software are of two different types: luminance models
defined by Perez [11] and the CIE [12] and appearance models defined by Nishita, Haber or
Preetham.

Fig. 13. Overcast sky defined by the CIE at midday, the clear sky sunset defined by Perez, sky image
at midday by Haber and sunset image by Nishita.

4.1.1 Luminance models
Luminance models can be used to determine the relative luminance of any point in the sky
or sky element defined by its height and azimuth. To calculate the luminance of a sky
element, three main parameters are considered:
- The sun position which is defined precisely via the Sun Path Algorithm program [13]
- The sky conditions (clear sky, overcast sky…)
- The position of the sky element in the celestial vault
Perez proposes to calculate sky images for 8 ranges of sky clarity from clear to overcast
sky. The CIE has standardised equations which define 16 different sky types, including the
"standard overcast sky" and the "clear sky with polluted atmosphere".
4.1.2 Appearance models
Appearance models are in colour and based on the results of the Perez luminance models.
Appearance models appear to be the most interesting to use because the colour increases the
realism of the simulation. In order to compare the different sky models an implementation of
the main appearance models were made by Bruneton. Its code being freely accessible,
modifications were applied to produce the data required for our needs. The models
implemented are those of Bruneton, Elek, Haber, Hosek, two models of Nishita (one defined
in 1993, and the other in 1996), of O’Neal and Preetham [14-19].
Some are less realistic than others because they have not been defined the same way. For
example, some reproduce sunsets better than others. The best models will however be defined
during the calibration of the system.
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4.2 User interface details
Two computers are used to control and synchronize all the components of the simulator: one
sends all the information needed to achieve the experiment, the other one collects the
experiment data and gives a visual feedback in real time.
The software handles the computation of the images of the sky, the communication with
the Arduino to achieve the pixel mapping, the communication with the motors of the
mechanical sun, the DMX communication to control the light sources of the artificial sun,
the different video and photo acquisition cameras.

Fig. 14. Software functional chart

The software allows to define the parameters of the experiment, the geographical location,
the day, the experiment duration, the sky model, atmosphere conditions (turbidity, albedo),
etc.

Fig. 15. User interface for simulation settings, solar diagram and other feedback

Once the simulation is started, the interface shows the evolution of the sun on a solar
diagram, the current image of the sky, etc.

5 Conclusion
As each laboratory develops its own simulators, a state of the art of daylight simulators led
us to define the main features of our systems, considering the use of current and emerging
technologies. Several prototypes allowed us to study and validate our technological choices.
In our sun and sky simulator, a mechanical sun is integrated inside the artificial sky,
moving around the scale model. LED lighting technology allowed us to produce a nonhomogeneous colour system with calculated images displayed on the walls and the ceiling of
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a cubic shape sky. As each LED source composing the sky is individually controlled via a
pixel mapping process, it is possible to display in real-time simulations using luminance or
appearance sky models. High-power RGBW LED sources associated with their collimation
optics on one-meter square aluminium reproduce the sun carried by the mechanics. A sun &
sky simulator is considered as a qualitative device. As we master the pixel mapping software,
the calibration processs, sky models, and the visual feedback, our simulator can evolve into
a quantitative tool.
In a next step, in-situ photometric measurements, daylight computed simulations and
measurements under our simulators will be compared to identify the interest and the limits
of each method to produce the most relevant results.
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